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REDUCTION OF COSTS BY AN ENHANCED OPERATING SYSTEM 

THAT IMPROVES THE WORKFLOW, PRODUCTIVITY AND SAFETY 

IS NOW POSSIBLE BY IMPLEMENTING PREACC EM-5TEC

Prevention of false alarms contributes substantially to a smoother operation, which reduces costs and enhances safety of 
workers, enhances quality and stability, reduces collisions and work interruptions, eliminates annoyance of workers. 

This partly could be achieved by automatization of operational processes but yet, human’s automatic re� exes and habits, remain 
factors that a� ects the reliability ande�  ciency. Pedestrian workers must react at certain key moments when in danger inside 
the work zone underneath the STS crane and operators of vehicles when approaching such workzone. PreAcc EM-5tec solutions 
can provide better coordination between pedestrian workers, “traveling” containers, containers on ground and operators of 
straddle carriers, reach stackers, etc, to enhances productivity and safety.

In fact there are 2 reasons to signal machine operators and pedestrian workers;
1) To better coordinate operations
2) To alert in case of danger or high risks.

PreAcc systems are designed to support both of these needs;
1) better coordination that leads to better productivity also helps safety
2) minimizing false and annoying alerts) helps productivity.
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Methods of detection of risks without hindering operations includes:
- Alerting pedestrian workers by wearables personal alert devices, stop light signals etc.
- Alerting operators of STS cranes and other container handling vehicles such as Straddle Carriers, Reach 
  Stackers, Trucks

The STS crane work zone is shared by pedestrian workers, containers on the ground, containers traveling above ground, 
straddle carriers, reach stackers and trucks. The pedestrian workers are at risk when containers are traveling above them 
and / or straddle carriers etc . are moving in. 

The varius ground level pedestrian zones is divided as follows:
Zone 1 : Ground level zone (working zone) with possibledangerous overhead 
load (traveling container)

Zone 2 : Safe << WAITING >> zone where pedestrian workers 
are to retreat when zone 1 is � agged << OFF LIMITS>> (RED).
Also other site of the crane

Zone 3 : Safe <<circulation>> zone for pedestratian. Could also 
be a zone like zone 1

Alerts pedestrian workers under the STS crane :
When a container is “traveling” at a may be speci� c pre-set height above this working zone and / or a Straddle carrier or 
other vehicles approaching or entering the STS crane working zone. 

Alerts pedestrians workers in case of  moving cranes   
STS cranes can move along the rails for re-positioning and pedestrian workers are in danger when in the path of the 
moving crane e.g. in front of the wheels. The danger Zones A & B and must be set narrow to limit false alerts.

STS crane 
starts moving 
towards Zone A



Stop Lights 
For better control and operations, stop lights could be used to sig-
nal the pedestrian workers standing outside of the work zone as 
well as operators of approaching vehicles when it is safe to enter 
the work zone. Those STOP lights could be installed at each end 
of the base of STS crane and maybe connected via a relay to the 
DIAZ-STS system control box for automatically triggering.

Alert operators of  STS crane, Straddle Carriers, Reach stackers and other vehicles 
Not only pedestrian workers in the work zone should be alerted when straddle carriers are approaching but also the operators 
should be alerted. The PreAcc system therefore allows for     
- Precise sensing between the containers with close proximity precision
- Pedestrian workers can work in other sections (other sub-zone while one is buzy)
When a collision could happen between vehicles and between vehicles and obstacles. An e�  cient coordination between 
operators of moving vehicles helps to improve productivity and safety.

Pre Acc Core technology:  EM-5tec  
PreAcc systems rely on sensor technologies and triggers to “detect” what is where and when such to intelligently help coordinate 
operations and improve both productivity and safety using various alerting methodologies. EM � elds and Radio Frequencies is im-
mune to the environment and all outdoor and indoor conditions (including dirt, mud, rain, snow, ice, etc.). RF/EM requires a whole 
� eld of applied research and advance engineering to master it in ways that are constructive and not generating loads of false alerts. 
PreAcc EM-5tec is based on “RF/EM”.

Alert options

PreAcc is a specialist in very advanced RF/EM systems, does its own scienti� c research in RF/EM technology, including custom 
antenna system and beacon designs. This allows PreAcc to o� er high precision in detection for safety applications, limiting false 
alerts and general detection for location/safety tracking. This enables PreAcc to cope with almost every application demand from 
a customer.

RF/EM technology has the best environmental immunity than any other sensing technology. However RF/EM signals and � elds are 
very complex and require unique scienti� c expertise and applied science to ensure precision and reliability. For example, PreAcc 
RF/EM sensor core technology senses EM � eld properties and property shifts which is essential for the detection of interactions 
between EM waves and materials or humans (beacons), and has the capacity to sense ultra-weak EM signals. 
PreAcc RF/EM signal and � eld generators applied science allows PreAcc to manipulate various properties of EM waves and � elds in-
cluding polarization and polarization shifting, passive and dynamic phased array for constructive interferences, dampening � elds etc.

Pre Acc EM-5 tech. combines multiple applications in one single PreAcc Technology 
1. Safe Zone Management 
2. Control antenna’s for detecting and transmitting
3. Dampening � eld generation for enhance zone precision
4  Virtual Entry/Exit Points Control 
5. Use of Super Low energy beacons

Safe Zone Management 
Alerting and control mechanisms require the use of a high precision radio frequency system such as designed by PreAcc which 
o� ers the following advantages: Establishes working and/or danger zones with precision, generating less false alarms . Beacons can 
operate at extremely low RF energy, which is safer and limits interferences from re� ections

Typical PreAcc STS system 
The DIAZ-STS system is composed of multiple EM/RF sensors and transmitters (antennas) strategically located on the STS crane to 
perform a high precision sweep of each zone. The system uses the « MIMO » technique which is designed to operate with minimal RF 
power to limit re� ections as much as possible and incorporates a 2 layer sweep mechanism;
- Horizontal (antennas approx at 2-3 meter from ground level)
- Vertical (semi-vertical), at a speci� c height aiming down, to “look” between containers.
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Control antenna’s for detecting and transmitting
Highly specialized antennas for adapted case by case precision, like narrow, 
wide and deep � eld, short distance, circular polarization, omni directional, 
phased array, etc. 

Damping � eld technology :
Neutralise and control the unwanted signals to ensure the integrity of 
selected safe zone. In the Working Zone are many sources of interferences 
such as steel containers as they will re� ect, refract and conduct RF signal 
bouncing on them and the pedestrian workers present in the safe-waiting 
zone should not be bothered by unwanted alert signals.
Therefore PreAcc will protect such safe-waiting zone by a RF dampening � eld 
that will neutralize any RF signals-noise or RF leakage (including re� ections).

Use of Super Low energy beacons (Health) 
PreAcc RF/EM sensor core technology and has the capacity to sense ultra-
weak EM signals (i.e. deep � eld sensing of super low energy beacons) 
allowing PreAcc solutions to work with much lower energy levels than 
standard Bluetooth earphone devices. (100 to 1000 times less Class 3 Blue 
tooth directives)

Virtual Entry/Exit Point Control 
PreAcc Beacons are used for building integrated solutions with a technology 
and methodology especially created for industrial safety covering on small 
and large open en closed sites because the Beacons transmit all the time. 
Hence Beacons can be used for both gate controls & tracking 

Virtual Entry/Exit Points are designated areas or locations entry / exit control 
to track people for safety and emergency evacuations. Such as Ship via 
gangway, entry/exit main gate, warehouse, tunnel, mine, restricted zones, 
dangerous good storage areas, production plant, working platform, etc  

Advantage EM/RF technology  
- Works under bad weather conditions (fog, smog, snow, rain, ice,  
 storm, day/night, dust) and under harsh industrial conditions 
 (heat, steam, mud, darkness)
- Use of wearables that alerts pedestrians, like vibrating bracelets, 
 sound beacons on the jacket shoulders close to the ear or attached 
 to the helmet, small beacon alert LED spotlight at front of the 
 helmet in sight of the eye, etc.    
- Prevent substantially the number of false alarms   
- Integration and interfaces with machinery and control systems,  
 controlled entry points
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